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Ideas and techniques from nonstandard theories of measure spaces and Banach 
spaces are brought together to give a further study of nonstandard vector measures. 
An integration theory of real valued functions with respect to Banach space valued 
measures is developed. Geometric properties of nonstandard hulls are also 
investigated. Some applications are given. cr) 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Much of the recent work in nonstandard analysis has been based on 
nonstandard theories of measure spaces and Banach spaces. In this paper 
we will combine some of the notions and ideas from these two areas and 
develop a nonstandard theory of Banach space valued measure and 
integration. 
The breakthrough in nonstandard theory of measure spaces came with a 
paper [ 1 l] by Peter Loeb (1975). He gave a way to construct new rich 
standard measure spaces from internal measure spaces. These have become 
known as Loeb spaces. This construction has been used in recent years to 
establish new standard results in a variety of areas-for example, the 
extensions of measures, potential theory, Brownian local time, stochastic 
equations, optimal control theory, mathematical physics, and mathematical 
economics. Many of these results can be found in [ 1,241. 
The central construction in the nonstandard theory of Banach spaces is 
the notion of a nonstandard hull which was introduced by Luxemburg 
[17]. This notion is not only a useful tool in studying local properties of 
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Banach spaces, but also a construction arising naturally throughout 
nonstandard analysis. Further material about nonstandard hulls and their 
applications can be found in the survey paper [9] of Henson and Moore. 
On the other hand, standard vector measures are central to the study of 
Banach space valued functions (series, integrals, differentiation, Radon- 
Nikodym theorems) and to the representation and classification of Banach 
spaces (see [6]). It is natural, therefore, to ask whether one can develop 
a Banach space valued measure theory in the context of nonstandard 
analysis. 
Let Q be a nonempty internal set, d an internal algebra of subsets of Q, 
and v a finitely additive, finite valued internal measure with values in an 
internal Banach space X. Define C(A) = (v(A)) A for all A E r;4; then G is a 
finitely additive y-valued measure. In [9] Henson and Moore asked if one 
can find a countably additive extension of D to a(&). Our solution from 
[ 191, showing that d has a countably additive extension if and only if v has 
an internal control measure, is reviewed in Section 2 and used later in 
Section 3. Section 2 also contains star finite representations for regular 
Banach space valued measures. The section closes with the presentation of 
a Stone space representation. In Section 3, nonstandard vector integration 
theory is developed for the integration of real valued functions with respect 
to Banach space valued measures, and a nonstandard version of the 
Gelfand integral is discussed. The last section, Section 4, considers several 
applications of our general theory as well as some geometric properties of 
nonstandard hulls. 
We should note that, in [16], Loeb and Osswald adopt Loeb’s func- 
tional approach to nonstandard measure theory [ 121 to the development 
of integration theory in solid Riesz spaces. Osswald has developed the non- 
standard theory of Bochner and Pettis integrals in [ 181. By using one of 
the constructions studied in [19], we give a direct construction of the 
representing measures for weakly compact operators in [25]. That 
construction is not based on the Riesz representation theorem for linear 
functionals; thus since our Banach space could be [w, we have a uniform 
way to treat the scalar and vector cases. We adopt the framework of 
nonstandard analysis from [lo]. Our nonstandard model is always 
N ,-saturated unless otherwise noted. 
2. NONSTANDARD VECTOR MEASURE THEORY 
2.1. Introduction 
In this section, we will first present some useful notions and results about 
standard vector measures. Then, we review some results from [19] and 
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prove some new ones in Subsection 2.3. In particular, we introduce the 
notion of internal control measures for internal Banach space valued 
measures; we show that a finitely additive nonstandard hull valued measure 
3 constructed from an internal Banach space valued measure v has a count- 
ably additive extension if and only if v has an internal control measure. In 
the 1970s star finite representations for measure spaces drew the attention 
of many people. Thus, we may ask the same question for Banach space 
valued measures. In Subsection 2.4, we give a star finite representation for 
regular Banach space valued measures. In the last subsection we study the 
a-algebra generated by standard measurable sets, and obtain a Stone space 
representation. 
2.2. Some Useful Notions and Results about Standard Vector Measures 
Let X be a Banach space, Q a nonempty set, d an algebra of subsets of 
0, and v a finitely additive set function from & to A’. Let X’ denote the 
norm dual of A’. For each x’ E A”, let x’(v) denote the scalar measure 
defined by setting 
x’(v)(A) = x’(v(A)) 
for each A in d, and let Ix’(v)1 denote the total variation of x’(v). For each 
AE&, we set 
llvll(A)=sup(lx’(v)l(A): x’EX’, IIx’II < 1 f 
in IR; llvll is called the semivariation of v. We will call (52, d, v) a finitely 
aidditive bounded vector measure space if 11~11 (Q) is finite. Since only the 
case of bounded vector measures is considered in our study, we may just 
call (s2, d, v) a finitely additive vector measure space. If, moreover, d is 
a a-algebra and v is countably additive on &, then we will simply call 
(Q, A?, v) a vector measure space. 
LEMMA 2.1. The semivariation llvll is finitely subadditive and for each 
AErd 
Sup{~~v(H)~~:HcA,H~d)d~(v~~(A)~2sup(~~v(H)~~:HcA,H~~}. 
Proof See the proof of Proposition 11 on page 4 in [6]. 1 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let (Q, ,G!, p) and (Q, d, v) be a finitely additive 
positive measure space and a finitely additive vector measure space, respec- 
tively. The vector measure v is called absolutely continuous with respect o 
,n, or simply p-contunous, if for any positive real number E there is a 
positive real number 6 such that for any A E J&‘, Ilv(A)II < E if p(A) < 6. In 
this case, we say that p is a control measure of v. 
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DEFINITION 2.3. A finitely additive vector measure v on (Q, z&‘) is said 
to be strongly additive if for each sequence {A ,,} of disjoint members of .d, 
the series I,“=, v(A,) converges in norm. A family {v;, / i E T} of strongly 
additive vector measures on (Q, .PZ} is said to be uniformly strongly 
additive if for each sequence {An} of pairwise disjoint members of ~4, 
uniformly in 2 E T. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose ~4 is an algebra and v is a bounded strongly 
additive X-valued measure. Then there is a finitely additive measure 
p: s8 + [0, 00) such that v is absolutely continuous with respect to u and 
0 <u(A) d I/VI/ (A) for all A E 32. 
Consequently u(A) = 0 if and only if /Iv11 (A) = 0. 
Proof See Corollary 5 on page 13 and Corollary 3 on page 28 in 
C61. I 
DEFINITION 2.5. We call (52, &, v) a complete vector measure space if 
d is a a-algebra, v is countably additive, and for any element A of d 
satisfying llvll (A) = 0, we have BE d for each subset B of A. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Suppose d is a o-algebra of subsets of Q and v is a 
countably additive vector measure on (Q, r;4). Set 
and define C(v)(E) = v(A) for E and A given as above. Then C(d) is a 
a-algebra, and C(v) is a well defined, countably additive, complete vector 
measure on C(d). Let u be a finitely additive positive measure with the 
properties described in Lemma 2.4 and its completion also denoted by u. Then 
u is u-additive and C(v) is u-continuous. Moreover, 
0 d p(E) d lIC(v)ll (E) for all EE C(d). 
Proof Since for any A E&, u(A) = 0 iff llvll (A) = 0, we have 
C(&)=(E:3A,B~&‘suchthatAcEcBand~(B-A)=O}. 
For this situation, we define u(E) = u(A). Now (Q, C(d), p) is a complete 
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positive measure space (see the theorem on page 27 in Rudin [22]). 
Choose any EE C(d), if 
A,, A,, B,, B,E~, A,.cCc B,, A, c Ec B,, 
IIvII(B~-AI)=O, and Ilvll(B,-AJ=O, 
then 
PL(BI-A~)=O, I*(& - Ad = 0, 
A,-AzcE-A,cBz-A,, 
A*-A,cE-AlcB,-A,. 
Thus ,u(A,-A,)=0 and p(A,-A,)=O, so 
Now 
Iv(A,)-WJI = Ilv(A,-A,)-v(A,-A,)II 
G IlvllW,-A,)+ II~II(A~-AI)=O. 
Therefore C(v) is well defined on C(d). It is easy to check that C(v) is 
p-continuous, countably additive, and complete. 1 
2.3. Review and Further Results about Nonstandard Hull Valued Measures 
Let X be an internal Banach space in some nonstandard model, Q a 
nonempty internal set, & an internal algebra of subsets of Q, and v an 
internal, finitely additive set function from x2 to X. By transferring the 
definition of the semivariation of a standard vector measure, we can define 
the internal semivariation of v, denoted by l\vII. Thus, as in Subsection 2.2, 
we call v a bounded finitely additive internal vector measure and (Sz, d, v) 
a bounded finitely additive vector measure space, if llvll (Q) is a finite 
hyperreal number. Since only finite additivity and the case of bounded vector 
measures are concerned for internal measures, we use the term “internal 
vector measures” instead of bounded finitely additive internal vector 
measures. We may also simply call (52, d, v) an internal vector measure 
space. 
DEFINITION 2.7. A bounded, internal hyperreal valued positive measure 
p on (52, a) is said to be an internal control measure of v if for all A with 
p(A) z 0 we have v(A) in the monad of 0 in X. 
As usual, 8 denotes the norm nonstandard hull of X. We define a set 
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function t: from .d to .J? by setting t(A)=(v(A))^ for each A ES&‘. It is 
obvious that I; is finitely additive. Let a(.&‘) be the o-algebra generated by 
~4. We now state some propositions which are needed later. The proofs can 
be found in [19]. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Zf 0 has a countably additive extension to a(.~$), then 
there exists an internal control measure ,for v. Furthermore, \ve can find an 
internal control measure ,u qf v with 
O<p(A)< l/vii(A) for&l AE~. 
Assume now that ,LL is an internal control measure of v and 
(a, a(&), L(p)) is the correponding Loeb space. We know that for any 
BE I, 3A~d such that L(p)(A a B) =O. We therefore can define a 
function on a(~?) with values in 2. 
DEFINITION 2.9. For BE a(&‘), set 
L(v)(B) = v^(A 1,
where A is chosen from d so that L(p)(A n B) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. L(v) is a well defined, countably additive set function 
on a(d). 
Thus we have the following corollary which answers the Henson and 
Moore Problem. 
COROLLARY 2.11. v^ has a countably additive extension to a(&) if and 
only tf v has an internal control measure. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. The range ofL(v) on (Q, o(d)) is (v(&‘))^, which is 
closed in 2. 
Note. Rade Zivaljevic showed in [28] that 0 has a countably additive 
extension to a(&) if v is of bounded variation. His result is a special case 
of the sufficiency part of Corollary 2.11, since we can take the internal 
variation Iv1 of v as an internal control measure of v. In Example 2.18 we 
show that there exists an internal vector measure v which has an internal 
control measure, but is not of bounded variation. 
If i has a countably additive extension, then we may choose an internal 
control measure p of v with 0 < p(A) < llvll (A) for all A E d by Proposi- 
tion 2.8. Using the procedure in Proposition 2.6, set L(d) = C(o(d)), and 
continue to use L(v) to denote C(L(v)). We have a complete vector 
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measure space (Sz, L(d), L(v)) and a complete positive measure space 
(s2, L(d), L(p)). We then have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.13. L(v) is absolute/y continuous with respect to L(p) 
over L(d), and we have 
0 d L(p)(E) d lIL(v)ll (E) for all EE L(d). 
Furthermore 
“(ll4l(A))d llL(v)ll(A) for all A ES?. 
Therefore, L(p)(E) = 0 ifjf 11 L(v)11 (E) = 0 for all EEL(&). 
Proof. By Proposition 2.6 we only need to work with the a-algebra 
a(d). First let us prove “( llvll (A)) < IIL(v)ll (A) for all A E&. Choose A 
from d and fix a positive real number E. By the definition of j/v/l there 
exists an internal partition { Ai} y=, of A and cp E X’ (the internal norm dual 
of X) such that /I cpI/ 6 1 and 
llvll (A) d f ldW,))l + E. 
i= 1 
Let A’ = U,+,p(v~a,~~,o Ai and A” = Uqp(,,Ca,jj<o A;. We have 
“(llvll (A)) d “(cp(v(A’))) - “(rp(W”))) + 6 
= W(v)(A’)) - 4(L(v)(A”)) + E < IIUv)ll (A) + E, 
where @ is defined on 8 by q?(a) = “q(x). It is easy to check that @ is well 
defined and an element of the standard normal dual of A? 
Therefore 
ollvlI (A) 6 llUv)ll (A) 
by the arbitrary choice of E. For any given E E a(&‘) and any fixed positive 
number E, there exists an A E & such that 
ACE and W)(A) > W)(E) - 6, 
since L(p) is a scalar Loeb measure. Thus 
UP)(W(P)(A) + E = “P(A) + E G 7lvIl (A) + E 
d IIUv)ll (A) + E d IIUv)ll (E) + 6. 
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Therefore 
UP)(E) d lIUv)ll (a, 
since E is arbitrary. 
To prove that L(v) is L(p)-continuous over o(d), we pick any BE o(,d) 
with L(p)(B)=O, so there exists an A E.@’ such that L(p)(A A B) =O. 
Now L(p)(A) = “p(A) =O, which implies that v(A) ~0, that is, f(A) =O. 
Therefore L(v)(B) = C(A) = 0 by the definition of L(v). (See Definition 2.9 
and Proposition 2.10.) Thus we have finished the proof. 1 
LEMMA 2.14. For any E E L(d) and any positive real number E, there 
exists an AE& such that AcEand IIL(v)jl(E-A)<&. 
Proof Since L(v) is L(,u)-continuous, there exists a 6 > 0 such that for 
all DE L(d), if L(p)(D) ~6, then liL(v)(D)II <s/3. But 
by Lemma 2.1; thus IIL(v)ll (D) < 2(&/3) < E if L(p)(D) < 6. Since L(p) is a 
scalar Loeb measure, we know there exists an A E J&’ such that A c E and 
L(p)(E- A) < 6. Therefore 
IIL(v)ll(E-~)<~. I 
If v is of bounded variation, it is natural to ask whether L(v) is of 
bounded variation and what the relationship is between IL( v)l and L( I VI ). 
Under the condition that v is of bounded variation, Proposition 2.15 below 
shows that L(v) has a finite total variation and IL(v)1 is less than or equal 
to L(lvl). Example 2.16 says that IL(v)1 . is in general not equal to L( Iv1 ). 
However, for the case that (Q, d, v) is the transfer of some standard 
finitely additive vector measure space, Proposition 2.17 shows that 
I L(v)1 = L( [VI ). The last example, Example 2.18, shows that Proposi- 
tion 2.10 yields extensions for measures not covered by Zivaljevic’s result in 
[28]. Here, only the g-algebra c(d) is considered. Extensions to the 
a-algebra L(d) are clear. 
PROPOSITION 2.15. Let v is of bounded variation with internal variation 
Iv/, then L(v) is of bounded variation and IL(v)1 d L( [vi). 
Proof Fix E > 0. For any BE a(&) and any partition { Bi)7=, of B in 
a(&‘), there exists Aied for each i such that L(lvl)(B, A Ai) =O. So 
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Thus we can choose C,E& such that 
CicAinB, and L(lvl)(Ai-Ci)<.$z. 
Then 
i$, IIL(V)(Bi)ll = i$l IIv^(Ai)ll = ‘( j$l I’v(‘i)I’) 
G’($~ lbl(A,,)+, (l’l(ci)++)) 
Therefore 
IUv)l G Ulvl). I 
EXAMPLE 2.16. Let X be the hyperlinite dimensional space E”(o) (see 
[9]), where w E *N,. Let Sz = { i}y= i, and let JZZ be the algebra of all inter- 
nal subsets of Q. For each iQ o, let ai= (0, . . . . 0, l/o, 0, . . . . 0), where the 
l/cc, appears at the ith place of a,. Define 
v(A)= c ai 
isA 
for each A E &‘. Since EyEI /aill = 1, v is of bounded variation. It is easy to 
see that O(A)=0 for all AEZZJ’; so L(v)=O. But L(lvl)(sZ)= 1, thus 
IUv)l + Ulvl). I 
PROPOSITION 2.17. Let E be a standard Banach space, (Q, d, F) and 
E-valued finitely additive measure space. If F is of bounded variation, then 
IL(*J’)I =L(I*FO. 
Proof. For any E >O, there exists {Ai);= i, a partition of 52 such that 
IFI PI d i IIWJII + 8. 
i=l 
so 







= <(IFI (Q)) = IFI 
< IL(*F)l(*O). 
Combining this result and Proposition 2.15, we have 
Iu*vI =ul*FI). I 
EXAMPLE 2.18. Let X be the hypertinite dimensional space 12(w) (see 
[9]), where o is infinite in *N. Let Q= {i}y=,, and let d be the algebra 
of all internal subsets of 52. For each i < w, let ai = (0, . . . . 0, l/d, 0, . . . . 0), 
where the l/& appears at the ith place of a,. Define 
v(A)= c a, 
icA 
for each A E SS?. Since 
v is a bounded internal vector measure. We will show that v has an internal 
control measure, but is not of bounded variation, Let p be the counting 
probability measure on 52. That means 
P(A) = lAl/w 
for each A E SZ’. Then for all A E&, 
= IA Ii2 
(-) = MA))“*. W 
Hence p is an internal control measure of v. On the other hand, 
Ivl (Q) = f, Ilv(~~~)ll 
= ,c, ( y2 = Jo. 
Thus v is not of bounded variation. 
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2.4. Star Finite Representation of Regular Vector Measures 
Star finite models permit a synthesis of continuous and discrete theories 
in many areas of mathematics. In the early stage of applying nonstandard 
analysis to measure theory, many authors gave various star finite represen- 
tations for measure spaces (see the introduction in [2] for a survey). In 
paper [19] and the previous part of this paper, we have studied non- 
standard hull valued measures. It is natural to ask now whether we can 
give star finite representations for the corresponding measures. The answer 
is yes. Although the nonstandard measures we will discuss may take values 
outside the standard Banach spaces, we can still find appropriate representa- 
tions. The standard part map plays a crucial role in this construction. The 
use of the standard part map in nonstandard measure theory has its origins 
in Loeb’s paper [ 151, and was also used by Anderson in [3]. A general 
theory was developed by Anderson and Rashid [4] and then Loeb [14], 
and used by Anderson in [2]. 
Let 52 be a Hausdorff space, g the Bore1 algebra of 0, i.e., the a-algebra 
generated by open subsets in Q, X a Banach space, and v a bounded count- 
ably additive vector measure on (52, %Y) with values in X. The nonstandard 
universe we use will be a K--saturated enlargement, where K is a cardinal 
number greater than N, and the cardinality of g. 
DEFINITION 2.19. If for any BE g and any E > 0 there exist an open 
subset 0 of R and a compact subset K of Q such that KC B c 0 and 
I/v// (0 - K) < E, then we call v a regular vector measure. 
We choose a positive measure p on (Q, .@J) with the properties given in 
Lemma 2.4. Let (Q, %:, v) be the completion of (52, g’, v). Then (Q, V, p) is 
the completion of (8, $8, p), and we have the following two straightforward 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.20. The vector measure v is regular tf and only tf u is regular. 
LEMMA 2.21. Transferring the vector measure space (Q, %, v) and the 
measure space (Q, V, ,u) into the nonstandard universe, we have 
0 < *u(B) Q /I *VII (B) for all BE *%, 
and *u is an internal control measure of 5. 
LEMMA 2.22. There is an internal star finite partition { P,}y= 1 of *Q such 
that for any open set 0, *O is internal union of the Pi’s, and each Pi is the 
intersection of an internal open set and an internal closed set. 
Proof: Let {O,} be a hyperfinite collection of internal open sets 
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containing “0 for each standard open set 0. Let {Pi}:!‘= I be the common 
refinement of the partitions {O,, *!J - 0,). 1 
LEMMA 2.23. Let B an internal subset of *X such that every point of B 
is a near standard with respect to X; then g is a compact subset of X. If A 
is a bounded subset of X, then (*A)^ is contained in X iff A is relatively 
compact in X, in this case (*A) h = 2 (the closure qf A). 
Proof The first statement follows from a result originally due to 
Luxemburg (see Exercise 7 on page 122 in [lo]). Since *A is internal, if 
(*A) A is contained in X, then it is compact. But A c (*A)/‘; hence A is 
relatively compact. Suppose A is relatively compact, then A is compact. By 
Robinson’s Compactness Theorem (see [lo]), every point of *(A) is near 
a standard point in A. Hence (*A) h c A, which implies that 
(*A)^ cAcX. As before (*A)^ is compact. Since Ac(*A)“, (*Al)^ 
contains A, so (*A)^ = A. 1 
Anderson in [2] proved that one can give nonstandard representations 
for Radon measures. It is natural to ask if we can do the same for regular 
vector measures, since, in general, L( *v) takes values outside the standard 
Banach space X. The interesting fact is that we can still find such represen- 
tations. From now on we let v be a regular vector measure. We assume 
there is a point a, E 52 with llvll ({a,}) = 0; if necessary we may adjoin such 
a point to 0. 
We first fix an internal partition (P,} y=, as in Lemma 2.22 and let d be 
the internal algebra by the P,‘s. Then (*Q, ~4, *v) is a bounded internal 
vector measure space, and *CL is still an internal control measure of *v on 
d. As in the paragraph preceding Proposition 2.13, we obtain a complete 
vector measure space (*sZ, L(d), L(*v)) an a complete positive measure d 
space (*Q, U4, L(*P)). 
PROPOSITION 2.24. The vector measure L(“v) is X-valued on L(d) if and 
only if v restricted to g has a relatively compact range in X. In this case, the 
set L(*v)(L(d)) is the closure of v(B). 
Proof Suppose that L(*v) is X-valued; then by the construction of 
L‘(*v) we know that L(*v)(L(d))= (*v(d))^. Since *v(d) is an internal 
set consisting of points which are near standard with respect to X, 
(*v(d))” is compact in X by Lemma 2.23. For any open set 0, *0 is an 
element of &, thus v(0) E (*v(d))“. Since v is regular, for any BE 99 there 
exists a sequence of open sets { 0,} such that Lim, _ m ~(0,) = v(B). Hence 
the set ~(98) c ((*v(&‘))“) = (*v(d))“. Therefore v(8) is relatively 
compact. 
Now suppose v(g) is a relatively compact set; then (*v( *W)) h = 
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(v(g))) by Lemma 2.23. But *v(d) c *~(*a), so (*v(d))” c (v(g))-. 
Therefore L(*v) is X-valued. Now it is easy to see that L(*v)(L(d)) = 
(v(g))-. I 
LEMMA 2.25. For any BE %, we have st ~ ‘(B) A *BE L(d) and 
L( *u)(st- ‘(B) A *B) = 0. In addition, L( *u)( *Q - ns( *Q)) = 0. We define a 
mapping from *sZ to Q which is the standard part map on ns( *Q) and takes 
the value a, on *52 - ns( *52). We still use st to denote this mapping; clearly 
st: (*Q, L(d), L( *u)) -+ (Q, %?, u) is measure preserving. 
Proof: See Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.6 in Anderson [2]. 
THEOREM 2.26. The map st: (*Q, L(d), L(*v)) + (Q, %, v) is measure 
preserving. 
Proof Suppose B E %. We may find sequences K,, of compact sets and 
0, of open sets with K1 c K,c . . . c 0, c 0, such that for all n, 
K, c B c 0, and ]lv]l (0, - K,) < l/n. Now *O, and *K,, are elements of d. 
Moreover for each n, *K,, c *B c *On, and by Robinson’s Compactness 
Theorem we have 
*K,cstt’(K,Jcsttl(B)csttl(O,)c *O,. 
Thus 
IIL*(v)(st-‘(B))-v(B)Il G IIW*v)W’(B) - *M 
+ IM*v)(*O, - *K)ll + Ilv(O, - WI. 
But 
L(*u)(st-l(B)- *K,,)<L(*u)(*O,- *I&) 
= ~(0, - K,) d llvll(0, - K,) < l/n. 
Clearly, II L( *v)( *O, - *K,,)ll < l/n and 
Ilv(O, - B)ll G llvll CO,- KJ < l/n. 
Since L( *v) is L( *p)-continuous by Lemma 2.13, we know that 
Lim IIL(*v)(stt’(B))- *K,,)(( =O. 
n-m 
This implies that L(*v)(st-l(B))= v(B). Therefore st is a measure pre- 
serving map. m 
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LEMMA 2.27. If f’ is a bounded, real valued, %-measurable function on 0, 
then st*f(x) =,f(st(x))for L( *p)- a most I all x, and st*f is L(d)-measurable. 
Proof See Theorem 3.7 in Anderson [2]. 1 
Pick an internal sequence {Jo}:!=, such that -vim Pi for each i. Let 
Y = ( y,: 1 < i < CO} and 9 = {internal subsets of Y}. We define 
(1) 7~: *R+ Y by x(x)=yi ifxEP;. 
(2) For any GEM, v’(G)=C,,.. *v(P,)= *V(C’(G)) and 
p’(G) = *p(c’(G)). 
Then (Y, 9, v’) is a bounded internal vector measure space, (Y, 9, p’) is 
a bounded internal positive measure space, p’ is an internal control 
measure of v’, and z is a measure isomorphism between (*Q, &, *v) and 
(Y, F-, v’). It is easy to prove that x is still a measure isomorphism between 
(*a, L(d), L(*v)) and (Y, L(B), L(v’)). Let 
S=st(r’): Y-+0 
Then S is a measure preserving map between (Y, L(9), L(v’)) and 
(Q, %‘, v). Thus, we have a star finite representation for the regular vector 
measure v. 
2.5. Stone Space Representations 
Let Sz be a nonempty set, JZZ’ an algebra of subsets of Q, X a standard 
Banach space, v a finitely additive X-valued measure over (Q, d). We 
choose our nonstandard universe to be a K-saturated enlargement, where K 
is a cardinal number greater than the cardinality of &. Let 
&* = {*A: A E &}. It is easy to check that 4 is an algebra of subsets of 
*Q. By using the o-algebra o(&‘*). We show that *v has an internal control 
measure (the internal control measure is not necessarily a transfer of some 
standard measure), if and only if v has a control measure. We will also see 
the interesting connection between &* and the Stone space representation 
for (Q, -01). 
THEOREM 2.28. The internal measure *v has an internal control measure 
over (*a, *&‘) if and only if v has a control measure. 
Proof The proof for the sufficiency part is the same as the proof of 
Lemma 2.21. Let us prove the necessity of the condition. Since *v has an 
internal control measure, we have the Loeb space (*Q, L(*&), L(*v)). Set 
z= (BEL(*&q: L(*V)(B)EX}; 
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it is easy to check that 2 is a c-algebra containing A$. Hence 
(*a 4s8,h L(*v)lo(d*) ) is a countably additive X-valued measure space; 
that is, the X-valued measure L(*v)l,* on (*52, &*) has a countably 
additive extension to a(&*). It follows that L(*v)(&‘*) is a relatively weakly 
compact set in X by the result on page 28 in [6]. But L(*v)(&‘,) = v(d), 
hence v(d) is relatively weakly compact. Therefore v has a control measure 
by the same result. 1 
Since for any two elements A and B of &* we have A n BE &*, and *Q 
is an element of &.., d* is a base for some topology. We use T, to denote 
the topology generated by -01*. Then it is easy to see that (*Q, T,) is a 
compact topological space and the sets which are both open and closed 
(clopen) in (*Q T,) are the sets in &*. 
PROPOSITION 2.29. Let L,(Q) denote the set of all bounded measurable 
functions on a measurable space (Q, .d), and C( *Q) the Banach lattice of all 
continuous real valued functions on (*R, T,). We give a norm and order to 
both L,(O) and C(*52) in the usual sense so that they become Banach 
lattices. Now for any f E L,(Q), “(*f) 1s continuous on (*Q, T,). Consider 
the mapping H from L,(Q) to C(*Q) given by Hf = “(*f) for each f in 
L,(Q); H is an isomorphism of Banach lattices. 
Proof Choose any two real numbers a and b with the condition a < 6, 
then the set 
{x:a<“(*f(x))<b) 
=ng, {x:a+l/n<“(*f(x))<b-l/n} 
=,Q, { x:a+l/n<f(x)<b-l/n} 
which is an element of T,. Therefore “(*f) is continuous. 
It is obvious that H is linear, and for each f E L, we have 
Ilf II L, = IlHf II c(*R). 
Hence H is one to one. It remains to prove that H is onto. Choose any g 
in C( *Q). For any x E *Q and n E N, there exists an element A: of d such 
that XE *At and ]g( y) - g(z)] < l/n for all y, z E *At by the continuity of 
g. Thus for each n we have a finite covering { *At,, *A”,,, *A:_,“,} of *Q. 
Define 
i- 1 
Et = A:, - u 4, 
j= 1 
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for each i between 1 and m(n). We may assume Bz, # 0. It is clear that 
B:, E d> 
are pairwise disjoint. We still have lg( y) - g(z)1 < l/n for all y, ZE *B”,,. 
Pick yj E B”,, for 1 d id m(n). We define f,, on SL by f,(x) = g( y,) if x E BT,, 
then f, is d-measurable. For each x EQ we have If,(x) - g(x)J = 
1 g( yi) - g(x)1 < l/n, so {f,Z} converges to gl R = f uniformly. Thus f is 
&-measurable. By definition and transfer we know that 
for all x E *a. and 
I *f,?(x) - *f (XII < l/n 
for all x E *O. Whence “(*f(x)) = g(x) for all x E *Q, i.e., Hf = g. Therefore 
H is onto. 1 
The space (*Q, T*) is almost a Stone space except that it is not totally 
disconnected. We can however find a quotient space with this property. 
Define an equivalence relation = on *.Q. We call x = y if for any A E&, 
x E *A if and only if y E *A. We let *Q/E be the set of equivalence classes, 
n the projection, and T; the quotient topology. It’s straightforward to 
check that (*Q/r, TL) is totally disconnected and for any f E C( *Q) and 
x, ye *R if x-y then f(x)=f(y). 
Thus for each f in C(*Q) we can define a real valued function Ff on 
*Q/E by Ff(n(x)) = f(x). It is clear that F is an isomorphism between the 
two Banach lattices C( *Q) and C( *s)/= ) and F(H) is an isomorphism 
from L,(Q) to C(*Q/=). 
Note. In [13] Loeb used a star finite partition of *Q to obtain a 
nonstandard representation of Stone spaces. Here we use saturation, which 
seems cleaner, but Loeb’s representation can be extended to equivalence 
classes of bounded measurable functions (see [ 131 for the details). 
3. NONSTANDARD THEORY OF INTEGRATION 
3.1. Introduction 
Subsections 2, 3, and 4 of this section are devoted to the study of the 
integration theory of real-valued functions with respect to Banach space 
valued measures. In Subsection 2 we review some results from standard 
theory and prove some new ones which are needed later. In particular we 
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will discuss the integration theory studied in Gould [S]. His approach is 
an extension of the integration theory studied by Dunford and Schwartz in 
[7]. The advantages of his approach are: 
(1) The vector measure discussed is allowed to be finitely additive. 
(2) The class of sets is an algebra, not necessarily a o-algebra. 
(3) The integrability is equivalent to a certain measurability. 
(4) The integrability of a scalar function f is equivalent to the 
integrability off with respect o some real valued measure. 
The first two properties will help us give uniform definitions of standard 
and internal integrals. In Subsection 3 we give an internal characterization 
for the measurability of the standard parts of bounded internal functions. 
Subsection 4 is devoted to the study of the relationship between standard 
and internal integrals. The lifting theorem for the vector case is also stated 
there. In the last subsection the Gelfand integral is studied. 
3.2. Standard Integration Theory 
In this subsection we review some definitions and useful results from 
Gould [8] and prove some new results. We adopt the notation in Sub- 
section 2.2. We assume (52, d, v) to be a finitely additive vector measure 
space. 
DEFINITION 3.1. (a) A partition P of Q is a finite family {Xi} of 
disjoint measurable subsets of Q whose union is Q. 
(b) A partition P’ (= {Xi’}) ’ f is mer than a partition P (= {Xi}) if 
each X,! is contained in some X,; the relationship is denoted by writing 
P’ > P. 
(c) The common refinement of two partitions P= (Xi}, P’ = {Xl} is 
the partition P A P’= {X,n X,‘}. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A bounded real valued function f defined on 52 is 
totally measurable over ($2, &, v), if for each E > 0 there exists a partition 
PE={Xi} (O<i<n) such that llvl/(X,,)<s and osc(f,Xi)<s (l,<i<n), 
where osc(f, Xi) = sup{ If(x) -f( y)l: x, y E Xi}. Such a partition P, is 
called an s-partition for f (i.e., except for the set X0 of small measure, the 
oscillation is smaller than E on each Xi). The functionfis called measurable 
over (Q, &), if (xEQ:f( x <a is in LZZ’ for any real number a. ) } 
PROPOSITION 3.3. A bounded measurable function f over (52, J$) is totally 
measurable over the vector valued measure space (0, d, v). 
Proof Since f is bounded, there exists a positive real number K such 
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that if(x)1 <K for all .YER. For a given E ~0, we choose real numbers 
{ yi} := 0 such that 
-K=y,<y,< ... <y,=K, and J*; - y, , < E for 1 d i 6 n. 
Let Xi = f ~ ‘( [ yi. i, y,)) for 1 < id n; set X0 = 0. Since {X,} is an c-parti- 
tion of R, f is totally measurable. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let (Q, d, v) be a complete vector measure space. rff 
is a totally measurable real valued function on Sz, then f is measurable over 
the measurable space (Q, &‘). 
Proof. Let ~1 be a scalar measure as in Lemma 2.4; it is clear that 
(Q, d, 11) is a complete measure space. Suppose f is totally measurable 
over (Sz, -c4, v). For each positive integer n, we have a l/(2”)-partition P, 
forf: Let P,= {X;}y:O. Then 
and 
osc(f, x:)=sup{If(x)-f(y)l:x~ yEX:) < l/(2”)) 
for 1 < i < m,; for each such i, pick xl E X:. We define f,(x) to be f(xr) if 
x E X7 for i >, 1 and 0 if x E X;t. Clearly, f,, is measurable over (52, d). It is 
also clear that If,(x) - f(x)1 < l/(2”), for all x 4 X;l. We set 
A= fi fi (Q-Xl), 
k=l n=k 
and we see that {fn} converges to f pointwise on A, whence f is measurable 
on A. It is easy to check that p(Q - A) = 0, so llvll (Q-A) = 0. Thus, every 
subset of Q-A is in &, which implies that f is measurable on (52 -A). 
Therefore f is measurable over (Q d). 1 
Note. Measurability and total measurability are equivalent for bounded 
real valued functions on complete vector measure spaces. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let {ui} (i= 1, . . . . n) be vectors in X. Let { ci> be a sequence 
of n real numbers. Suppose that for any subset J of the integers 1, 2, . . . . n, 
IICieJ I I c .u .[I < E where E is a fixed positive real number. Then for any sequence 
{ di} of real numbers such that ldil < lcil for all i< n, 
II II C diui <2& for any subset J of { 1, . . . . n}. ief 
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Proof: See the proof of Theorem 4.6 of Gould [S]. 1 
DEFINITION 3.6. A real valued function f is integrable over (0, d, v)) if 
it is bounded and there exists a vector A such that the following holds: 
given E > 0 there is a partition P, such that for any partition P = {Xi> 
finer than P, and any corresponding sum S(P) = &f(xj) v(X,)(x, EX,), 
IIS - A 11 < E. We denote such an A by jn f dv. 
THEOREM 3.7. A bounded, real valued function is totally measurable if 
and only tf it is integrable. 
Proof See Theorem 4.7 of Gould [8]. 1 
LEMMA 3.8. Let f be an integrable function over (Q, d, v), and fix a 
positive real number E. Let M, be a positive real number which is greater 
than llvll(Q) and bounds the range of 1 f 1. Let 6 = &/8h4,, andfix a b-parti- 
tion P, off: For any partition P of 52 which is finer than P,, 
Proof Let P, = {Xi}:= 0. Fix partitions P, , P2 2 P,. Then 
P, A P, 2 P,. Let P, A P, = {X,}, where for each i in (0, 1, . . . . n}, 
{AZ,: j= 1, . ..) ki} is a partition of Xi. For these partitions, 
IIW,)-W,)II = i: 5 [f&j-f(yg)l VW,) , 
II i=t) j-1 II 
where xii, yil~ X,. Therefore 
Ils(p~)-s(p*)lI < F Cf(xOj)-f(Yll,)] v(xoj) 
I/ j= I II 
+ i: 5 Cf(xi,)-f(Yij)l VW,) . 
II i=l j-1 II 
We know that 
If(xOj)-f(YOj)l <2MI, for 1 <j< k,, 
Ifkjbf(Y,i)l-+ for 1 <i<n, 1 <j<ki, 
the norm of the sum of any subsequence of {v(Xoj)} is less than llvll (X0), 
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and the norm of the sum of any subsequence of { v(X,,)} ia, is bounded by 
liv(.Q)il. Therefore by Lemma 3.5, 
IIS - S(Pz)ll 6 WM, //v/I (X,)1 + 216 II4 (Q)l 
64M,6+26M,=6M,6=3~3/4. 
Let P, be a partition corresponding to s/4 in Definition 3.6, and let P be 
any partition of 52 that is liner than P,. Then we can take P, = P and 
P, = PO, A P,. In this case we have 
d 3E/4+&/4= E. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let p be a positive measure with the properties stated 
in Lemma 2.4 and j’a bounded real valued function. Then the function f is 
integrable over (52, -c9, v) if and only iff is integrable over (Q, &, p). 
ProoJ Suppose f is integrable over (52, d, v). Then for each E > 0, there 
exists an s-partition P, for f over (52, JZZ, v) as in Definition 3.2. Since 
n(X,,) < llvll (X0) <E, P, is also an E-partition for f over (Q, d, ,u). Thus f 
is totally measurable over (CC?, d, p). Therefore f is integrable over 
(a d, PL). 
The proof of the converse is similar. In this case we use the absolute 
continuity of v with respect to n. 1 
3.3. Measurability of the Standard Parts of Bounded Internal Functions 
By transferring the standard theory to the internal universe, we have the 
corresponding definitions and results for internal integration. Now we 
adopt the same notation as in Subsection 2.3. Let X be an internal Banach 
space. Fix a nonempty internal set 52 and an internal algebra d of subsets 
of 52. Let v be an internal, finitely additive set function from d to X. Sup- 
pose that v has an internal control measure p. Then we have the complete 
vector measure space (Q, L(d), L(v)) and a positive measure space 
(52, L(d), L(,u)) as discussed in the paragraph preceding Proposition 2.13. 
In this subsection, we will characterize those internal functions f such that 
the standard part "f of f is measurable. 
DEFINITION 3.10. An internally bounded, internal *R-valued function f 
is called s-totally measurable if we can find an internal s-partition for A 
where E is a given positive hyperreal number. 
Note. f is internally totally measurable if and only if f is internally 
s-totally measurable for every positive hyperreal number E. 
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THEOREM 3.11. Let ,f be an internal*R-valued function for which there is 
a positive real number A4 that bounds the range of If I (we call f standardly 
bounded in this case). Then "f is measurable over (Q, L(d)) if and only if 
f is internally E-totally measurable over ($2, d, v) for some positive 
infinitesimal 8. 
Proof: The sufficiency part. Suppose f is internally s-totally measurable 
over (52, -01, v) for some positive infinitesimal E; then we can find an inter- 
nal s-partition for f: We call this internal partition P,. Let P, = {Xi}:= 0. 
Set 
bi= sup (f(4) for 1 <iGo. 
x E x, 
Then ( bi} is an internal sequence. Pick any a E R. For each positive integer 
n, 1.9 Fn=Ub,<a-lln Xi; then F,, E d. We make the following claim: 
{x: of(x)<a> c [ F,, 
l7=1 
and 
{x: “f(x)<a}- fi F,cX,,. 
n=l 
For any x E F,,, 3, such that x E Xi. Since bi < a - l/n, f(x) <a - l/n by the 
definition of bi, which implies that “f(x) < a - l/n < a. Thus 
xE {x: ‘f(x)<a}. 
Therefore 
(x: y(x) <a> 2 E F,. 
n=l 
Suppose we can find some x E {x: “f(x) <a} - u,“= r Fi with x E A’, for 
some i between 1 and w. Then “f(x) < a, which implies that f(x) < a - l/n 
for some positive integer n. But 
O<bj--f(x)<&< 1/2n, 
so 
b, <f(x) + 1/2n < a - 1/2n, 
whence x E F,,, which contradicts the hypothesis. Having verified the 
claim, we note that p(X,) d llvll (X,,) <E, so L(p)(X,) =O, which implies 
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that ilL(v)ll (X,)=0. Thus we have {X: :f(x)<a} EL.(&), so “f’ is 
L(d)-measurable. 
The necessity part. For a given E E R+, there is a partition { Y,}:f=, of 
52 such that 
Theorem 3.3. 
osc(gL Yi) < e/2 by the same argument as in the proof of 
By Lemma 2.14 we can choose X, from .& for each i so that 
xic Y; and llUv)ll ( Yi - Xi) < @n. 
Let x,,=Q-U~_, X,. Then 
IIL(v)ll (Jfcd= IIUV) fi yi- (J xi 
( i= I i=l > 
d lIL(v)ll Cj (yf-xi) 
( i= 1 > 
G i IIuv)ll(yi-~i)<@ 
,=I 
by the finite subadditivity of the semivariation. Since X0 E d, we have 
Thus llvll (A’,) is less than E. For all x, yeXic Y;, /“f(x) - “f(y) <s/2, 
which implies that If(x) -f( y)l < E. Hence for VE E R +, 3 partition 
{Xi};=, such that llvjl (A’,) < E and osc(f, Xi) < E for 1 <i< n. Thus there 
exists an internal s-partition for .f for some positive infinitesimal E by the 
Permanence Principle. Therefore, f is internally s-totally measurable over 
(Q, &, v) for some positive infinitesimal E. 1 
3.4. The Relationship between Standard and Internal Integrals 
We use the same notation as in the previous subsection. Suppose f is 
standardly bounded and internally integrable over (52, d, v); then f is 
internally totally measurable, thus s-totally measurable for any positive 
infinitesimal E. We know ‘fis measurable over (a, L(d)) by Theorem 3.11. 
Hence "f is totally measurable over (Q, L(d), L(v)) by Proposition 3.3. By 
Theorem 3.7, "f is integrable over (Q, L(d), L(v)). The value of the 
integral In f dv is a vector in X. On the other hand the value of the integral 
jn "f dL(v) is a vector in the nonstandard hull of X. What is the relation- 
ship between these two integrals? The answer is given by the following 
theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.12. Suppose f is standardly bounded and internally integrable 
over (52, -Qz, v), then "f is integrable over (Sz, L(&‘), L(v)), and 
Proof: Let M, be a positive real number which is greater than llvll (Q) 
and bounds the range of Ifl. Given E in lR+, we divide the interval 
[ - M, , M, ) by a finite sequence 
-M,=y,<y,< ... <y,,=M, 
so that yj - yj-, < s/16M, for 1 ,< i < m,. Let 
y;=u-‘([vi-l, Y,)) 
for 1 < i < m,. Set Y0 = 4; then { Yi};TO is an c/16M,-partition for “f over 
(Sz, L(d), L(v)). For each Yi (i2 l), there exists an Xi in d such that 
X, c Yi and 
ll~(~)Il(Y~-~~)~~I(~~~~m~) 
by Lemma 2.14. Set 
x,=1;2- i”i xi; 
i= I 
by the finite subadditivity of L(v). We will assume X0 # 4, leaving the case 
X0 = C$ to the reader. Renumber if necessary so that for 1~ i < m, Xi # 0, 
and pick xi E Xi for 0 d id m. We have 
by Lemma 3.8. Also, 
For each ie (0, 1, . . . . m}, there exists an internal partition {XV};:, 
(kie *N+ ) of X, such that I\CF; r f(xii) v(X,) - jX, f dvll is an infinitesimal, 
where xije X, and (xii}& r is an internal sequence. Since for each i and j 
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both x, and x,, are elements of Xi, which in turn is a subset of Y,, we have 
I.f(xi) -f(x,j)l d dlf34, > so 
11 f A-Xi) 4X,) - ;z, c,; .fu’v 11 
i= 1 
d f $ (f(xi) -j-(x!,)) v(X;,)D 
II i=l /=I 
+ ig, )) ig, f(xii) 4X,) - i‘,. f dv 11 
z i 2 (f(xi)-f(xu)) v(x,) 
II r=l j=l II 
< 2(&/16M1) kt, = E/8, 
by the transfer of Lemma 3.5. Also, 
~~I,,/dv~~ G Ii;, fCxOj) vlxOj)~~ + ~~~,((Xe) vcX,)-~xo 
M II ,E, ftxOj) v(xOj) 1( d 2MI ll4l txO), 
so 
fdv II 
lKr,f dv)A II d 2M, ollvll (X,) d 2M, IIUv)ll (Xo) < ~M,W~MI) = E/8 
by Proposition 2.13. Therefore, 
+ lKJxo f dv>^ II 
+ II x-d ill 
d 1( !, (f(xt) v(Xi) - ( Jx, f dv)) 11’ + E/S + c/16 
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Thus 
Since E is arbitrary, we have 
jpw)=(jaf+ I 
COROLLARY 3.13 (Lifting Theorem in the Vector Case). Zf g is 
integrable over (Q, L(d), L(v)), then there exists a standardly bounded 
function f such that f is internally integrable over (52, AZ?, v), “f = g almost 
everywhere, and 
j, eWv)=(jQfdv)A. 
Proof: By Propositions 3.4 and 3.7, g is measurable over (52, L(d)). By 
the Lifting theorem for scalar measures (see Proposition 2 of [ 1 l]), there 
is a standardly bounded internal function f which is d-measurable such 
that "f = g L(p)-almost everywhere, and thus L(v)-almost everywhere. 
The internal integrability off follows from the transfer of Theorems 3.3 
and 3.7. 1 
Let (8, %‘, v) be the regular vector measure space studied in Subsec- 
tion 2.4, (a, L(d), L(*v)) the complete vector measure space constructed 
there. Let f be a bounded real valued %-measurable function on 52. By 
Lemma 2.27, st( *f) is L(d)-measurable. Thus, f and st( *f) are integrable 
over (9, V, v) by Propositions 3.3 and 3.7. We then have the following 
proposition. 
,,~~v~ 3*14. The integral f, “(*f) dL( *v) is X-valued and equals 
ProoJ Since st is a measure preserving map, we have 
But 




3.5. A Nonstandard Approach to the Gelfand Integral 
DEFINITION 3.15. Let E be a standard Banach space, E’ the norm dual 
of E, and (Q, Z, 11) a finite scalar measure space. Iff: Q -+ E’ is a function 
such that e(f) ELM for all eE E, then we say thatfis Gelfand integrable. 
In this case, for each set A EC there is a vector 1; in E’ such that 
Z”(e) = JA e(f) dp for all e E E. The element 1; is called the Gelfand integral 
off over A; we denote it by (G) JA f d,u. 
Let T be a star finite with 1 TI = w E *N, Let d be the internal algebra 
of all internal subsets of T, p a finite internal positive measure space on 
(T, d), and f an internal mapping from T to *(E’). We assume there is a 
positive real number M such that ‘11 f (t)ll < M for all t E T and p(T) < M. 
By Alaoglu’s Theorem (see Royden [21]), for each t E T, f(t) is near- 
standard in the weak star topology. Denote the standard part of f(t) by 
“f(t) and p( { t}) by CL, for each t E T. 
THEOREM 3.16. The 
(T, L(4, UP)), and 
mapping “f: T + E’ is Gelfund integrable on 
(G 
Proof: Since IIC,.Tf~f~~r/l~CrtTIlf~~~ll~LId~~~~~6~2~ LTf(t)pt 
is near standard with respect to the weak star topology. Choose any e E E. 
Then 
e(Of(t)) E *e(f(t)), 
so e( “f( t)) = “( *e(f(t))) and *e(f) is an internal, hyperreal valued, 
bounded function on T. We know that “(*e(f )) is integrable on 
CT, L(4, L(P)) and 
j 
T 
e(“f(f)) dUl*) = ST “(*e(f )) dL(p) 
= a ( ,FT *e(f(f)) h) 
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by Loeb’s Theorem [ 111. Hence “f is Gelfand integrable on T. For any 
e E E, 
03 IT “f W&9 
= o(lFT *e(f(t)) h = ‘( tFTftt) 14) (*e)) =‘( zTf’(f) h) (4. 
Therefore 
4. ADDITIONAL RESULTS 
I. It is known that a superreflexive space is reflexive, a reflexive 
space has the RadonNikodym property (RNP) (see page 82 of [6]), and 
a space with RNP does not have the infinite tree property (see page 127 of 
[6]). In [27] Van Dulst proves the equivalence of superreflexivity and 
super-RNP. He also shows that if a Banach space X is not superreflexive 
then there is a Banach space Y which is finitely representable in X and has 
the infinite tree property. In [9] Henson and Moore proved that super- 
reflexivity and reflexivity are equivalent for nonstandard hulls. From 
the proof, we know that, for nonstandard hulls, “super” properties are 
equivalent to the properties themselves provided that the properties are 
separably determined (see page 212 of [6]). Thus we know that the nega- 
tion of the infinite tree property, RNP, reflexivity, super-RNP, and super- 
reflexivity are all equivalent for nonstandard hulls. 
In Proposition 4.2 we simply note that, for nonstandard hulls, the finite 
tree property is equivalent to the infinite tree property. Since a Banach 
space without the finite tree property is uniformly convexible (see [20]) 
and a uniformly convex space is superreflexive (see [27]), we obtain the 
equivalence of all the stated geometric properties for nonstandard hulls 
immediately. In particular, we know that if a standard Banach space E is 
not superreflexive then i? is a space finitely representable in E, which has 
the infinite tree property. 
Following Namioka and Phelps, call a Banach space E an Asplund 
space if every continuous convex real valued function on an open convex 
subset of E is Frechet differentiable at all points of a dense G, subset of its 
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domain. It is known that E is an Asplund space if and only if the dual 
space E’ has RNP (see page 2.13 of [6]). In proposition 4.3 we list many 
equivalent properties for nonstandard hulls and their duals. In particular 
we see that for a nonstandard hull 2, ,? is an Asplund space if and only 
if J? is superreflexive. We should note that for a genera1 internal Banach 
space X, it is not known that 2’ is isomorphic to some nonstandard hull. 
It’s interesting that we can still prove the equivalence of the familiar 
geometric properties for 8’. 
DEFINITION 4.1. (1) A Banach space E is said to have a (6, n)-tree in 
the unit ball of E, if there exists a set of points {xi, x2, . . . . x2”- ,} in 
the unit ball of E such that for each k with 1 <k < 2”-’ - 1, 
xk = cX2k + X2k + 1 )/2 and iIX2k - X2k + 1 11 b 6. 
(2) E has the finite tree property if there is a 6, 0 < 6 < 1, such that 
there is a (6, n)-tree in the unit ball of E for all n E N. 
(3) E has an infinite &tree in the unit ball if there exists a sequence 
/:.}iZ, in the unit ball such that x, = (x2, + xZn+ ,)/2 and 
2n - x 2n + i jl >, 6 for each positive integer n. 
(4) E has the infinite tree property if E has an infinite S-tree of some 
6 > 0. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let X be an internal Banach space in an N,-saturated 
model. Then 8 has the finite tree property if and only if 2 has the infinite 
tree property. 
ProoJ Suppose J? has the finite tree property. Then there exists a real 
number 6 with 0 <6 < 1 such that 2 has a (6, n)-tree for each nE N. 
That is, we can find { yl, . . . . y;“-, } in the unit ball of 2 satisfying 
y;=(~;~+y;~+i)/2 and I(y’;,-y;,+,l/f>d for l<kd2”-‘-1. Choose 
{xl, . ..? x’;“- i } in the unit ball of X such that 
(xF)^ = YF and xt = txl;k + x;k + 1 )/2 
for 1 6 k d 2*-i - 1. (This can be done by choosing x; such that 
(-c)^ = YE for 2”-’ <k < 2” - 1, then by using the identity 
x;=(x;k+x;k+l )/2 to find the other x;‘s.) It is clear that for each k, 
11~;~ - x;~ + i 11 X> 6/2. Let (Pi be the mapping 
cp,(k) = xi for 1 gk<2”--1. 
We will call a mapping cp a star finite d/Ztree in the unit ball of X if 
there is a hyperinteger o such that cp is an internal mapping from the 
set {ke*N:l<k<2”-l} to the unit ball of X with q(k)= 
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((p(2k)+(p(2k+1))/2 and Il(p(2k)-(p(2k+l)II >6/2 for l<k<2”-‘-1. 
Let L(cp) = 2” - 1 be the length of cp, and let T be the set of all star finite 
6/2-trees in the unit ball of X. Then T is internal and L is an internal 
function over T. We have constructed an element (P,, of T for each n E N. 
By the Permanence Principle, 3~ E T with L(q) E *N,. Let 
Yn = (dn)) A for each n E N. 
Then it is obvious that { y,};= , is an infinite 6/2-tree in the unit ball of 2. 
Therefore J? has the infinite tree property. 
The converse is obvious. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let X be an internal Banach space, (xl)” the 
nonstandard hull of the internal norm dual of X, and (8)’ the dual of the 
nonstandard hull 2. Then the following are equivalent. 
(1) 2 is uniformly convexible; 
(2) R is superrejlexive; 
(3) 8 has the Banach-Saks property; 
(4) 8 is reflexive; 
(5) 2 has the Bishop-Phelps property; 
(6) f has RNP; 
(7) 2 does not have the infinite tree property; 
(8) f does not have the finite tree property; 
(9) (Xl),- = (8)‘; 
(10) 2 is an Asplund space; 
(11) (2)’ is superreflexive; 
(12) (R)! does not have the infinite tree property; 
(13) (X’) c. does not have the infinite tree property; 
(14) Gf’JA is superrejlexive. 
Proof: The implications of (l)* (2), (2)* (3), and (3)* (4) can be 
found in [27]. For (4) 3 (5), (5) = (6), and (6) 3 (7), see pages 127 and 
216 of [6]. That (7) 3 (8) follows from Proposition 4.2 and (8) C- (1) is a 
theorem of Enflo (see [27]). The equivalence of (2) and (9) is also a result 
of Henson an Moore [9]. It is clear that (2) * (11) =z. (12) =z. (13). Since 
(xlJA is the nonstandard hull of the internal Banach space X’, we have 
(13) = (14) by the equivalence of (2) and (7). 
To prove (14) j (2), we note that the internal Banach space X can be 
embedded in X”, the internal norm dual of X’. Thus 2 can be embedded 
in (X”),. Now assume (Xl)” is superreflexive. Since (2) and (9) are 
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equivalent for arbitrary internal Banach spaces, we have (X”) h = ((X’) h )‘. 
Thus (X”) h is superreflexive. Therefore 2 is superreflexive. 
Here we should note that from the equivalence of (ll), (12), (13), and 
(14) we know that all the geometric properties stated in (l)-(8) are 
equivalent for 8’ and (X’) A. Since $? is an Asplund space iff 8’ has RNP, 
we thus obtain the equivalence of (10) and ( 11). 1 
Remarks 4.4. (1) We could apply the result of Kiirsten and Stern on 
local duality (see [9]) to obtain the equivalence of (1 l)-(14). 
(2) Since non-flatness is separably determined and superreflexivity is 
equivalent to super-non-flatness (see [27]), it is clear that J? is flat if and 
only if 2 is non-superreflexive. 
II. Let E be a standard Banach space with RNP (Randon- 
Nikodym Property), Q a nonempty set, d an algebra of subsets of Q, and 
v a finitely additive E-valued measure on (52, &‘). Suppose further that v is 
of bounded variation and nonatomic. Since v is of bounded variation, *v 
is still of bounded variation with total variation *IvI. Thus, by Proposi- 
tions 2.10 and 2.17, (*v)” has a countably additive extension L(*v) to 
a( *G?) with total variation L( 1 *VI ). By the procedure of Proposition 2.6, 
we get a complete vector measure space (*Q, L( *&), L( *v)). It is clear 
that L(*v) is of bounded variation and has total variation L(*lvl) on 
(*Q, L(*d)). The next result is a consequence of Uhl’s Lyapunov type 
theorem for the range of vector measures. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. The range of L( 5) on L( *&‘) is compact and convex, 
and equals the closure of v(sd) in E. 
Proof. The finitely additive vector measure space (*Q, sB* L( *v)l&*) is 
E-valued. Here &* is the algebra of standard sets as in Subsection 2.5. As 
in the proof of Theorem 2.28, we have a unique countably additive exten- 
sion of L(*v)l,* to a(&,) with values still in E. Thus L(*v)(a(z$)) is a 
subset of E. It is obvious that L(*v) is nonatomic on ~2~; thus L(*v) is still 
nonatomic on (*Q, a(&*)). Since c(&*) c a(*d), L(*v) is of bounded 
variation on (*Q, 0(&J). Hence by Uhl’s theorem (see page 266 of [6]), 
we know that the norm closure of L(*v)(a(&*)) is convex and norm 
compact. Because v(d) is contained in L(*v)(a(&I)), v(d) is relatively 
norm compact. By Lemma 2.23, we know that (*(v(&‘)))^ = (v(d))-. But 
u*vNu*~;4)) =JLL(*v)(4&*))- = (v(d))-, 
and by Propositions 2.6 and 2.12, 
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so 
L(*V)(L(*d))=L(*v)(a(d*))- = (v(d))-. 
Therefore, the range of L( *v) is the closure of the range of v, which is 
compact and convex. 1 
III. The range of a vector measure has displayed many intriguing 
connections with the geometry of Banach spaces. Banach proved that 
the unit ball of l2 is the range of a countably additive vector measure. 
More generally, Bregtagnolle, Dacunha-Castelle, and Krivine (1966) and 
Rosenthal (1973) showed that the unit ball of either Lp[O, l] or lp for 
2 6 p < co is the range of a countably additive vector measure. On the 
other hand, for 1 < p < 2 the unit ball of either Lp[O, l] or Ip is not the 
range of a countably additive vector measure (see [S] and the references 
listed there). Based on these facts, it is natural to ask what conclusions we 
can draw about X if the unit ball of X is the range of a countably additive 
vector measure. 
Let Q be a nonempty set, C is a a-algebra of subsets of 52, X a Banach 
space, and v a countably additive X-valued measure on (Q, C). Bartle, 
Dunford, and Schwarz showed that v(Z) is relatively weakly compact (see 
[6]). Thus if v(C) is the unit ball of X or more generally contains a ball 
in X, then X is reflexive. Later, Diestel and Seifert proved that v(Z) has the 
Banach-Saks property, i.e., every sequence in v(C) has a subsequence 
whose arithmetic means converge in norm (see [S]). Hence if a ball is 
contained in v(C), then X has the Banach-Saks property. We obtain here 
a stronger result along the same line: if (v(Z))’ # /zl, then the Banach space 
X is superreflexive. Note that if X is superreflexive then X has the 
Banach-Saks property and therefore is reflexive (see [27]). The proof of 
the result will demonstrate that nonstandard hull valued measure can be 
used to study standard Banach space valued measures. 
THEOREM 4.6. Zf the interior of v(Z) is not empty, then X is super- 
reflexive. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.4, we know that there is a control measure ~1 for 
v on (a, C). We then transfer everything to the nonstandard universe; *v 
and *p are, respectively, a finitely additive internal *X-valued measure and 
an internal, finitely additive positive measure on (*Q, *C). By Proposi- 
tion 2.10, we obtain the T-valued measure L( *v) on (*Q a(*.Z’)). By 
Proposition 2.12, we know that L( *v)(cr( *C)) = (*v(Z)) “, which is 
relatively weakly compact in 2 by a well known result on page 28 in [6]. 
But v(E) contains a ball in A’, so (*v(C))~ contains a ball in 2. Therefore 
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2 is reflexive. Thus J? is superreflexive. But X is a closed subspace of 2, so 
X is superreflexive. 1 
We should note that the author first obtained this result by applying the 
nonstandard vector measure theory studied in Section 2. That is the proof 
given here. Then another proof was obtained. That proof is not based on 
the nonstandard vector measure theory we have studied, but it still uses 
some basic nonstandard analysis. On the other hand, Professor Diestel 
presented the author a standard proof based on Rosenthal’s main structural 
result of [23]. Paper [26] includes the second nonstandard proof and 
Diestel’s proof. It also gives a comparison between the two proofs. 
IV. Nonstandard proofs of the Riesz representation theorem for 
linear functionals on spaces of continuous functions are given in [ 12,281. 
Here we will use nonstandard vector measure theory to obtain representing 
measures for absolutely summing operators. Let Q be a compact Hausdorff 
space, C(Q) the space of all real valued continuous functions on 0, a the 
a-algebra of Bore1 sets in Sz, and X, Y Banach spaces. 
DEFINITION 4.7. A bounded linear operator T: X+ Y is called 
absolutely summing if there exists a constant K > 0 such that for any finite 
set x,, x2, . . . . x, E X the following inequality holds 
mi, IITx,II < Ksup { i lx’(x,)l: x’EX’, llx’ll < 1). 
m=l 
Let T be an absolutely summing linear operator from C(Q) to X. Then 
there exists a countably additive, regular, X-valued measure G on bounded 
variation such that Tf = Jn f dG for all f E C(Q) (see Chapter 6 in [6]). 
The usual method of constructing this representing measure G involves the 
second dual of X. Here we present a direct construction of G. 
LEMMA 4.8. For any finite sequence {f,)‘=, in C(Q) with C’= I fi = 1 
andfi>O for each i, C;“=, IITf,,li <K. 
Proof. We know that for any x’ EX’ there exists a regular Bore1 
measure p such that x’f = Jn f dp for all f E C(Q). Hence 
,$, lxy-;I Q ,g, il, f,dM = IPI (8) = llx’ll G-*. 
Therefore we have the inequality. 1 
Let F be the set of all open sets in Sz, and IC a cardinal number greater 
than the cardinality of F. The nonstandard model we consider will be a 
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K-saturated enlargement. A finite open cover x of Q is a finite family of 
nonempty open sets whose union is 0. Let $? be the set of all such 7~‘s. We 
define a relation P on ‘3 as follows: For any rc,, rr2 E 9, (n,, 7~~) E P if every 
member of rc2 is a subset of some element of rcl. It is obvious that P is a 
concurrent relation. Thus *P is concurrent on 9?*, where %7* is the set of 
all nonstandard extensions of elements of %‘. By the fact that card 
(%?*) = card(%) < K and the saturation property, there exists rc, E *V such 
that ( *rc, rci) E *P for every rr in +?. Since rcl is a hyperlinite family, there is 
an w E *N, and an ordering so that rcl = (0,) . . . . O,}. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. For each 1 < id CD, there exists a unique xi E Q such 
that Oicm(xi), where m(x,) is the monad of xi. 
Proof: Suppose not. Then for some i we can find y and y’ E Oi, x and 
X’EQ such that yzx, y’zx’, and x # x’. (Recall that every point in *R is 
infinitely close to a unique point in 0.) Since Q is a normal space, there are 
open sets A, B, A’, and B’ such that XEACACB, x’EA’c(A’)-cB’, 
and Bn B’= 0. Let rr, = {B, B’(Au (A’)))“}; then rcO is a finite open 
cover of 52. Since (*x0, rc, ) E *P, Oi should be contained in one of the 
members of *Q. It is not difficult to check that this is impossible. i 
By transferring the theorem of partition of unity, we can find an internal 
sequence of functions (fi) y= i such that for each i, fie *C(Q), 0 d fi< 1, 
(Y:fi(Y)#O} coi9 and x:x i f, = 1. Choose an internal sequence { yi}y= I
such that yie Oi for each i. Let Y be the set of all the yi’s and d the set 
of all internal subsets of Y. We define an *X-valued, internal function v on 
a’ by 
for each BE d. 
It is clear that v is a finitely additive internal measure. By transfer of 
Lemma 4.8, Cy=, ll*TfJ <K. So v is of bounded variation with 
Iv1 (B) = Cy,EB II *TfiJ. Thus v has a countably additive extension L(v) to 
L(d) by Propositions 2.6 and 2.10. Proposition 2.15 tells us that L(v) is 
still of bounded variation with IL(v)] d L( Ivl). The map st restricted to Y 
is measurable from (*a, L(d)) to (Q, a) (see the theorems in [2]). There- 
fore we can take st on Y has a measure preserving map to define measures 
on (Q, g) by 
G(B) = L(v)(st-‘(B)) 
and 
for each BE 97. It is clear that G is of bounded variation with I GI d ji. 
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PROPOSITION 4.10. The uector meusure G is X-vulued; it is the unique 
representing measure ,for T. 
Proof: By a result in 121, ji is regular. Hence G is a countably additive 
X-valued regular measure of bounded variation. It remains to prove that 
Tf = JR f dG and G is X-valued. Fix ,JE C(Q). 
But f(“x)= “(*f(x)) f or all XE*Q and (jy*fdv)“=jyo(*f)dL(v) by 
Theorem 3.12. Therefore 
On the other hand, for any 1 d i < w and any x E Oi, (*f(x) - *f ( yz)) is an 
infinitesimal; thus we can choose an infinitesimal E such that for all 
1 bi<o and all XEO~, [*f(x)-*f(yi)l GE. Hence 
I(*f(x)- *f(Y))fi(x)I GEfi(x) 
for all x E *Q and all i. Thus 
t (*f(x)fi(x)- *f(Yt)fi(x))7 
i=l 
d f I(*f(x)- *f(y,))f&)l 
i=l 
< f &fi(X)=E. 
r=l 
But T is a bounded linear operator on C(Q), so 
I*+, (*f(X)- *f(riM(X))l G IITII&=O, 
Therefore 
(J’ > nfdG =Tf. 
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To prove that G is X-valued, it is enough, since G is regular, to prove 
that G(K) is X-valued for each compact subset ZC For a given K, there 
are open sets (0,) and continuous functions (fn} such that 
llG/l (0, -K) < l/n, 0 6 f, 6 1, f, = 1 on K, and f,, = 0 outside of 0, for 
each n. Now 
f, dG d IIGII (0, -K) < l/n. 
Since Tfn E X and X is closed in 2, G(K) E X. Thus we have finished the 
proof. 1 
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